The authenticity project
by Clare Pooley
When Julian Jessup, an eccentric, lonely artist who believes that
most people aren’t really honest with each other, writes the truth
about his own life in a green journal and leaves it behind, others start
writing in their own truth, which leads to unexpected friendship and
love.

The last chance library
by Freya Sampson
When her library is threatened with closure, June Hones, to save the
place and the books that mean so much to her, must make some
changes to her solitary life by opening her heart to the world around
her and fighting for what she believes in.

The bookish life of Nina Hill
by Abbi Waxman
Nina Hill enjoys living quietly with a job at a bookstore and her small
circle of friends, until a brand-new family, as well as a persistent
suitor, enter her life and change everything.

Miss Cecily's recipes for exceptional ladies : a
novel
by Vicky Zimmerman
Volunteering at the Lauderdale House for Exceptional Ladies in the
wake of midlife setbacks, Kate is pushed by a sharped-tongued
nonagenarian resident to follow the rather outdated advice of a
1950s cooking-oriented self-help guide.
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Up Lit

The reading list : a novel

Miss Benson's beetle : a novel

by Sara Nisha Adams

by Rachel Joyce

Working at the local library, Aleisha reads every book on a secret list
she found, which transports her from the painful realities shes facing
at home, and decides to pass the list on to a lonely widower
desperate to connect with his bookworm granddaughter.

A teacher and her unlikely assistant leave post-World War II London
to search for a rare insect that may not exist, discovering the
transformative power of friendship along the way. By the author of
The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry. Maps.

The secret diary of Hendrik Groen

The brilliant life of Eudora Honeysett : a novel

by Hendrik Groen

by Annie Lyons

The journal of an octogenarian who is far from reaching the end of
his life traces a year in his care home in Amsterdam, revealing the
ups and downs of his misadventures with the anarchic "Old-But-NotDead Club" and a longtime crush whom he courted to devastating
effect.

Wanting to organize an assisted death on her own terms, worldweary octogenarian Eudora Honeysett forges an unexpected bond
with exuberant ten-year-old Rose, who drags her to tea parties,
shopping sprees, and other social excursions.

The seven day switch : a novel

The love story of Missy Carmichael

by Kelly Harms

by Beth Morrey

A Pinterest stay-at-home supermom of other mothers’ nightmares
and her workaholic, career-obsessed neighbor, after a neighborhood
potluck and too much sangria, wake up in each other’s bodies,
flipping everything they thought they knew about each other upside
down.

Reevaluating her past upon finding herself alone at age 79, Missy
forges unexpected ties with two strangers and their spirited dog,
discovering the power of friendship, family and self-forgiveness along
the way.

The keeper of lost things : a novel

The switch

by Ruth Hogan

by Beth O'Leary

Collecting things dropped or left behind by others and writing stories
about them as a tribute to the fiancée who died the day he lost one of
her keepsakes, a man bequeaths his estate to his unsuspecting
assistant, who bonds with new neighbors while attempting to reunite
the objects with their owners. A first novel. 50,000 first printing.

After Leena and Eileen, her seventy-nine year old grandmother,
decide to switch homes for two months, they each discover that love
can be found in the most unlikely places.

Evvie Drake starts over : a novel

Yours cheerfully : a novel

by Linda Holmes

by A. J. Pearce

Young widow Evvie Drake and major league pitcher Dean Tenney,
who has lost his game and needs a chance to reset his life, form an
unlikely relationship when Dean moves into an apartment at the back
of Evvie's house.

A young wartime advice columnist, Emmeline Lake must tackle a lifechanging dilemma between doing her duty and standing by her
friends when the Ministry of Information calls on her to help recruit
desperately needed female workers to the war effort.

